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Dear Achilleas, 
  
I think we can find part of the information in this e-mail. Some questions are not clear to them but we can skip it if you confirm that you have received necessary information from the e-mail and attached documents.   
  
I will also forward you answers from other vendors. 

  
Regards, 
Nigar 
  

From: Jasmine-姜静华 [mailto:trade_6@hxgroup.co]  

Sent: Tuesday, March 04, 2014 8:16 AM 
To: 'Nigar Haciyeva' 

Cc: 'Jessica'; 'payman'; 'Mohammad Manouchehri'; '黄俊'; '李泽奇'; vp_assist@hxgroup.co; 'Famil Aliyev'; 

'Fariz Orujali Mammadov'; pad@staff.all 

Subject: 答复: MDM Systems Data 
  
Dear Ms.Nigar, 
Thank you for your letter dated Feb 28

th
, 2014. We apologize for the delay of reply. However, we were trying to understand the respected consultants’ questions well before replying to your esteemed 

establishment. Hence pls advise if our understanding is correct. 

1.       In the documents of the vendors there are general leaflets and manuals describing what their companies provide for the heart of the AMI system which is the MDMS. 

Were you asking us to supplying you with the leaflets, manuals, catalogs? If yes, pls refer to the attached MDM system documents which have detailed information regarding main functions including: 

-          Data Management 

-          VEE (Validation, Estimation and Editing) 

-          Task Management 

-          Work flow 

-          Asset management 

-          Customer management 

-          Line Loss 

-          Event management 

-          Revenue protection 

-          Load management 

-          Maintenance 

-          Operation management 

  
In addition to the above functions, Hexing’s MDM system also supports: 

1)       Transformer monitoring system, which is to safeguard the Utility’s transformers from overloading, high temperature,… The system will inform and alarm the Utilities of any relevant problems with 

the transformers having this system, which is an important added value. 

2)       Prepayment system management, Hexing’s MDM system is equipped with smart prepayment system based on STS technology and license. Since Azerenerji intends to deploy wide range of smart 

prepaid metering in the country, hence this issue would be considered as an essential subject for the Utilities. 

2.        If you go through you will find that they are referring to different alternatives on software and hardware that  can install 

We apologize but this question is not clear for us; 

3.       We don't have any description what the vendors have installed in their specific pilot plants in Azerenerji. 

Do you mean you are requiring us to give you brief description of the two pilot projects which we have executed in Azerbaijan? Pls note that both projects did not require MDM system, and it is only based on 
partial meter data collection(MDC) and vending system. 

4.       We don't have any report from vendors describing the specific performance of the installed data bases and the reports that have produced during the pilot operation period. 

Do you mean the performance of the system? Pls note that we are providing Azerenerji with weekly reports regarding the performance of the system and any possible problems. 
  
This is our understanding of the above questions. However, there is possibility that we did not fully understand your requirement by the above questions. Hence pls do inform us of any further required 
confirmation. 
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Best Regards 

Jasmine Jiang姜静华 

International Trade Department 
T:+86 571 28289695         skype:jasmine.jjj 
Email: trade_6@hxgroup.co  www.hxgroup.cn 
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